
Year 6 Spelling Diagnostic Assessment 

 

1. The dictionary has explanations of many familiar words as well as lots of awkward ones. 

2. “Whose biscuits are those?” Asked the weary secretary. 

3. The amateur baker won the competition by kneading the dough with his muscles and designing a sweet-smelling dessert. 

4. There was controversy and chaos in the queue whilst the committee tried to accommodate individuals. 

5. The guests ate salmon sandwiches and a variety of vegetables. 

6. The girls were mischievous and a nuisance in the cemetery. 

7. The business had a breakthrough and achieved an award that complimented them on their principles. 

8. Rhyme and rhythm are necessary to make especially good music. 

9. A break-in occurred but one of the burglars fell, breaking his wrist and bruising his shoulder and stomach. 

10.  The vehicle was stationary next to the leisure centre. 

11.   The school community used any available mnemonics to develop their spelling, pronunciation and language. 

12.  The receipt said that the equipment was bought on the twelfth of December. 

13.  It allowed the group to co-ordinate their programme of events to help the environment. 

14.  The field was ploughed frequently enough to feed the herd of cows. 

15.  The woman owed a debt to her friend which she was desperate to repay. 

16.  The girl had a cough which sometimes interfered with her ability to breathe sufficiently. 

17.  The girl could see a pattern on the ceiling which thoroughly fascinated her.  

NB. Some Y5/Y6 words are included in the sentences, however it would be best to check these in children’s independent writing. 



Year 6 Spelling - Gap Analysis Tick Sheet 

Word Spelling Rule 
 
 

N
am

e 

                             

dictionary Year 5 and 6                               

explanations Year 5 and 6                               

familiar Year 5 and 6                               

awkward Year 5 and 6                               

whose Homophones or near 
homophones 

                              

biscuits silent letter ‘u’                               

weary Homophones or near 
homophones 

                              

secretary Year 5 and 6                               

amateur Year 5 and 6                               

competition Year 5 and 6                               

kneading silent letter ‘k’                               

dough -ough (o-e)                               

muscles Year 5 and 6                               

designing silent letter ‘g’                               

sweet-
smelling 

hyphenated word                               

dessert Homophones or near 
homophones 

                              

controversy Year 5 and 6                               

chaos silent letter ‘h’                               

queue Year 5 and 6                               

committee Year 5 and 6                               

accommodate Year 5 and 6                               

individuals Year 5 and 6                               

guests silent letter ‘u’                               

salmon silent letter ‘l’                               

sandwiches silent letter ‘d’                               
 



Word Spelling Rule 
 

N
am

e
 

                             

variety Year 5 and 6                               

vegetables Year 5 and 6                               

mischievous Year 5 and 6                               

nuisance Year 5 and 6                               

cemetery Year 5 and 6                               

business Year 5 and 6                               

breakthrough -ough (oo)                               

achieved Year 5 and 6                               

complimented Homophones or near 
homophones 

                              

principles Homophones or near 
homophones 

                              

rhyme Year 5 and 6                               

rhythm Year 5 and 6                               

necessary Year 5 and 6                               

especially Year 5 and 6                               

break-in hyphenated word                               

occurred Year 5 and 6                               

wrist silent letter ‘w’                               

bruising Year 5 and 6                               

shoulder Year 5 and 6                               

stomach Year 5 and 6                               

vehicle Year 5 and 6                               

stationary Homophones or near 
homophones 

                              

leisure Year 5 and 6                               

community Year 5 and 6                               

available Year 5 and 6                               

mnemonics silent letter ‘m’                               

develop Year 5 and 6                               

pronunciation Year 5 and 6                               

language Year 5 and 6                               
 



Word Spelling Rule 
 

N
am

e
 

                             

receipt silent letter ‘p’                               

equipment Year 5 and 6                               

twelfth Year 5 and 6                               

co-ordinate hyphenated word                               

programme Year 5 and 6                               

environment Year 5 and 6                               

ploughed -ough (ow)                               

frequently Year 5 and 6                               

enough -ough (uf)                               

herd Homophones or near 
homophones 

                              

debt Silent letter ‘b’                               

desperate Year 5 and 6                               

cough -ough (o)                               

interfered Year 5 and 6                               

breathe Silent letter ‘e’                               

sufficiently Year 5 and 6                               

ceiling ee: ei                               

thoroughly Year 5 and 6                               

fascinated silent letter ‘c’                               
 


